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03 Designer Showcase of New
York, May–June 2014, interior
by CetraRuddy with rug by
Fort Street Studio

Deco with a difference
SEEN AT THE Designer Showcase
of New York this summer, the Slide
Dijon carpet by Fort Street Studio
brought a modern citrus twist
to a Deco-influenced interior by
CetraRuddy. The carpet was the
foundation for the rest of the room.
Leah Civiok, Interior Designer at
CetraRuddy, says, ‘Not only are the
colours vibrant and the wool pile
luxurious and rich, but the scale and
pattern were perfect to set the tone
and pull all the elements together.’
For the architecture and interiors
firm, product calibre is essential.
As the company states, ‘Everyone
can appreciate a quality rug that can
gracefully handle itself through the

years. You have to be able to live
with a rug. Quality is key.’
What other considerations
need to be taken into account
when incorporating area rugs into a
space? There are the practicalities
of pile choice: something thick and
lavish to sink into, or functional
and hardwearing for handling foot
traffic? The fibre, patterning and
colour: abstract shapes are great for
hiding stains. Finally, there is size:
proportion is vital to the composition
of the space. If all of these come
together just so, Civiok says, ‘A great
rug can really lift a room and make it
sing. Who doesn’t want that?’
www.cetraruddy.com
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‘‘

The scale and
pattern perfectly
set the tone and
pull the elements
together

’’

04 Gramercy Park, New York
residence by Elise Som and
Kinlin Rutherfurd Architects,
featuring rugs by Tufenkian

Elegance in Gramercy Park
FOR THIS PRESTIGIOUS interior
project in Gramercy Park, New
York, designer Elise Som used
rugs by Tufenkian, from those with
a neutral tone to a louder design
in deep oranges. The apartment
also featured Poltrona Frau chairs,
Maharam wallpaper, fabric by Knoll
and a chandelier by Moooi. This
high-spec project was completed
in collaboration with Kinlin
Rutherfurd Architects.
Som explains that she began
looking for rugs four months after
the project began, and six months
before it completed. Asked what
she looks for when choosing a
rug for a specific space she says:

‘Colour coordination and pieces
that define the space.’
Of course, that is not to
say that practical matters are
not important; indeed, for a
perfectionist like Som such
considerations are vital. She says:
‘Quality is important because the
users have to feel comfortable
walking or standing on it.
‘Longevity is fundamental. At
ESDS we strive for excellence
and we select the highest-quality
products for our clients. That’s one
of the reasons why we chose to
work with Tufenkian.’
www.elisesom.com
www.tufenkiancarpets.com

‘‘

Quality is
important because
users have to
feel comfortable
walking or standing
on the rug

’’

